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LEFTINTHESHADOWS
Shadows Snack Bar
limits hours after
opening of Zza's
By Nora Smith
THE BG NEWS

Another change is set to occur
with the opening of the BowenThompson Student Union.
Shadows Snack Bar, located in
the Kreischer Quadrangle on the
east side of campus, will be
dqsed on the weekends.
When the food court of the
Union is fully operational,
Shadows' weekend hours will be
eliminated, and they will go back
to the hours held before the renovation of the Union.
Nancy Joseph, Associate
Director of Dining Services, said,
"The reason that Shadows was
open on the weekend in the first
place was because of ihe renovation of the Union. Shadows will
just be returning to its normal
hours."
"The Union is an alternative
for the students who would normally go to Shadows late night,"
she said.
Students on the east side of
campus will have to travel a bit
further across the University,
especially if they want their late
night pizza, a specialty of
Shadows.
The new Zza's, which
launched its grand opening in
the Union Monday, is where the
east side campus students will
need to go if they want their late
night pizza fix
"If Zza's is going to be the only
thing open at two o'clock in the
morning, then yeah, we're going
to get lots of business. We're
going to get all those kids from
Kreischer that normally would
go to Shadows," said Zza's worker
Emily Waters.
Students on the east side of
campus are not so positive about

Ben Swanfer The BG News

Questionable
welcoming for
Harvard prof.
Princeton after what they said
were a series of snubs by
BOSTON — An expert in Summers and a failure to make
African-American
political a strong statement in support of
behavior is joining the faculty at affirmative action.
I larvard University, boosting the
Last week, Harvard black
college's black studies program studies professor K. Anthony
amid reported discontent Appiah resigned to move to
between black scholars and the Princeton, but said he was not
administration.
leaving because of any rift with
Michael Dawson, director of Summers. He cited personal
the University of Chicago's reasons.
Center for the Study of Race,
"I have a wonderful job as
Politics and
professor of
Culture, has "The timing of him Afroaccepted an
American
coming to us
appointment
studies and of
at Harvard as a
couldn't have been philosophy at
professor of
Harvard.
I
a better shot in
government
have the most
and
Afrothe arm."
cordial relaAmerican
tions with my
studies.
HENRY LOUIS GATES JR.
colleagues in
Dawson,
the
faculty
HEAD
OF
AFRO-AMERICAN
PROGRAM
considered a
and
the
top scholar of
black politics, its relationship to administration," Appiah said.
The head of Harvard's Afrourban poverty and other culturAmerican studies program,
al issues, will start in luly.
"I very much look forward to Henry Louis Gates Jr., said he
joining one of the premier had wanted to recruit Dawson
research centers in Afro- for years. Dawson earned a docAmerican
studies,"
said torate from Harvard in 1986.
"He is the leading scholar of
Dawson, 50.
Several
professors
in black politics in the world, and
Harvard's Afro-American stud- he is one of the most important
ies department reportedly have scholars in the entire field of
been at odds with new universi- political science," Gates said.
ty
president
Lawrence "The timing of his coming to us
Summers. Faculty members couldn't have been a better shot
said several professors had been
considering leaving Harvard for
HARVARD, PAGE 2
By Justin Pope

New look
for library
By Michael Ksenyak

SHADOWS, PAGE 2

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WOOD COUNTY LIBRARY N.AXS

THE BG NEWS

LEFT HUNGRY: East side students will have to travel to satisfy their late night and weekend hunger
pains after Kreishers snack bar returns to normal hours.
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The Wood County Public
Library might be looking forward to about 14 months of renovations and a temporary new
location.
The renovations that are in
the planning entail enclosing
the courtyard, extending the
building in the back into the
alley, a new roof, and some interior updating, including new
lights.
"Enlarging the parking spaces
would be better and more easily
accessible," said Kathy East,
assistant director and head of
the children service. "Parents
with strollers won't need to cross
the street."
The total cost of this has not
yet been determined. The issue
was put on the ballot in August.
"Some money has been raised
by Capital Campaign to show
community support," said East.
"We have over $750,000 so far."
The library was not sure when
the renovations would begin.
They may possibly start in the
next couple of weeks. The renovations have not commenced
yet due to the fact that there is
still some necessary planning
taking place and that bids need
to be released.
When the renovations do
begin, the library will be taking
all of its contents to a new location.
"We have a lease on a property where the old Churchill food
store was on South Main St.,"

COUNTY LIBRARY
RENOVATIONS
Extend back of building.
Enclose courtyard.
Replace roof.
Replace lights.

added East. The temporary location is located in the plaza where
Kmart and Dollar General exist.
"We felt it would be better to
make the library move to a temporary location for a while and
be able to have normal access.
This would be better for people,
instead of staying there during
renovations and having people
wonder what streets they could
drive down and what hours we
would be open," said East.
When the library moves to its
temporary location, East said
there is no reason that the hours
would need to change.
"Many things need some
attention in the library, partly
because that building is almost
30 years old. There will be more
public space too which will be
very useful," said East.
East adds, "The response so
far from patrons has been surprising at first, but they generally agree with this."
Vicky Shuler, a local resident,
seemed to understand, saying
"It takes a while to add a new
roof and do those things."

Bush gives first address
By Ron Fournier
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - President
Bush said Tuesday night that
tens of thousands of terrorists
still threaten America-"ticking
time bombs, set to go off'-and
promised to stalk them across
the globe. In his first State of the
Union address, he pledged a battle of equal vigor to revive the ailing economy.
"We will prevail in war, and we
will defeat this recession," the
commander in chief said, standing before Congress and the pub-

lic with heroically high approval
ratings.
Nearly five months after the
Sept. 11 attacks that shocked
America, Bush fleshed out his
vision for the war on terrorism
beyond Afghanistan to a dozen
countries that he said harbor terrorists and "an axis of evil" of
three more that seek weapons of
mass destruction.
Bush entered the packed
House chamber to boisterous
applause from Republicans and
Democrats alike. Seconds into
his speech, he made a fist, and

tapped it lightly against the podium as he declared that despite
terrorism and recession, "the
state of our union has never been
stronger."
Democrats, responding to
Bush, sought to show unity on
the war while reinforcing differences on domestic policy.
House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt's words for terrorists
were similar to Bush's: "Make no
mistake about it We are going to
hunt you down and make you
pay." But he also challenged GOP
positions on Social Security,

taxes and health care.
In a 48-minute speech interrupted by applause more than 70
times, Bush urged Congress to
pass his tax-cutting economic
package
and
challenged
Americans to commit two years
or 4,000 hours to community
service. He hopes to tap the surge
in patriotism since the attacks.
"We can overcome evil with
greater good," the president said.
Amid extraordinary security,
leaders of the congressional,
PRESIDENT, PAGE 2

Texas manhunt
hindered by fog
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ORANGE, Texas — Dense fog
hampered a search Tuesday in
the woods of Southeast Texas for
a Bible-carrying man who
allegedly killed three people in a
rampage across parts of two
counties, telling a witness "I'm
one of those peopleTwo of the dead were children. Two other people were
wounded, one critically.
The Newton County Sheriffs
Department identified the fugitive as Perry Anthony Stevenson,
42.
Authorities used dogs Tuesday
in the search near the town of
Call, which straddles lasper and
Newton counties, but the

weather grounded aircraft
"It's nasty," Orange County
Sheriff's Cpl. Charles Williams
said of the fog "It hinders the
search due to the fact that you
can forget using a helicopter
because you couldn't see the
ground."
The violence started early
Monday when a man killed a
woman in Orange, set fire to the
home where the shooting
occurred, then stole a car from a
nearby home.
Relatives identified that victim
as
Mm.in
McEloy,
52,
Stevenson's live-in girlfriend.
RAMPAGE, PAGE 2

Associated Press Photo

WREAKING HAVOC: Damage to Texas home Monday during
shooting spree.
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Bush: country moving past terrorism
PRESIDENT, FROM PAGE 1
judicial and executive branches
gathered beneath the same
Capitol dome that officials
believe was targeted during the
attacks on Washington and New
York.
Dick Cheney, who has spent
many nights in undisclosed
locations because of security
precautions, took the vice president's traditional place on the
rostrum behind the president
during the speech.
In the gallery, first lady Laura
Bush was joined by several
guests in her VIP box high above
the well of the House, including
interim Afghan leader Hamid
Karzai and firefighters, soldiers
and other citizen-heroes whose
stories helped buoy a weary
nation.
"The men and women of our
armed forces have delivered a
message to every enemy of the
United States," Bush said. "You
will not escape the justice of this
nation."
Outlining
his
postAfghanistan battle plans, the
president vowed to unearth "a
lerrorisl underworld" of training
camps in a dozen countries,
including the
Philippines,
Bosnia and Somalia. He said
nations will be given a chance to
wipe out terrorists themselves,
and the United States is willing
to assist their efforts.
But, he warned: "Iftheydonot
act, America will."

In his strongest terms yet,
Bush called North Korea, Iraq
and Iran part of an "axis of evil,"
warning that their pursuit of
weapons of mass destruction
pose a "grave and growing danger" and will not be tolerated.
"I will not wait on events,
while dangers gather. 1 will not
stand by, as peril draws closer
and closer," Bush said. "The
United States of America will not
permit the world's most dangerous regimes to threaten us with
the world's most destructive
weapons."
The nation's 43rd president
addressed Americans with a
degree of national unity conferred on no other chief executive since Franklin D. Roosevelt.
In polls, more than 80 percent of
Americans say they approve of
his performance.
In the Democratic response,
Gephardt mentioned Enron
Corp., the Texas-based energy
company linked to Bush that
collapsed with the life savings of
many workers.
Bush did not mention Enron,
but asked Congress to enact
pension reform and require
more financial disclosure from
companies. "Corporate America
must be made more accountable to employees and shareholders and held to the highest
standards of conduct," Bush
said.
The measured response to
Enron's collapse reflects con-

cern in the White House that
voters
view
Bush
and
Republicans as more sympathetic to big business than to
average Americans.
In stark terms, the president
said intelligence gathered during the rout of Taliban and alQaida forces in Afghanistan
demonstrated the threat still facing America. He said the U.S.
forces found diagrams of
American nuclear power plants
and public water facilities,
detailed instructions for making
chemical weapons, surveillance
maps of U.S. cities and descriptions of landmarks.
"What we have found in
Afghanistan confirms that _ far
from ending there _ our war
against terror is only beginning,"
the commander in chief said.
The 19 suicide hijackers who
steered
planes
toward
Washington and New York were
a tiny fraction of the tens of
thousands of terrorists trained in
Afghanistan, Bush said. White
House officials said 100,000 terrorists
were
trained
in
Afghanistan since 1979. Some
15,000 al-Qaida fighters were
trained in Afghanistan since the
mid-1990s.These terrorists "are
now spread throughout the
world like ticking time bombs _
set to go off without warning,"
Bush said.
The U.S. military is spending
$30 million a day to fight terrorism, and more is needed, Bush

said. He asked Congress to
increase Pentagon spending by
nearly $50 billion.
He also proposed a doubling,
to $38 billion _ of spending on
intelligence, military, border
security,
local
emergency
response programs and other
homeland security activities.
Also in the audience as guests
of Bush: Shannon Spann, the
widow of CIA officer Johnny
Michael Spann, who was killed
in Afghanistan, and Christina
Jones and Hermis Moutardier,
flight attendants credited with
thwarting the alleged shoe
bomber.
Bush praised Democratic and
Republican lawmakers alike for
their support of the war, but
jabbed at Democrats who are
challenging his domestic agenda.
"Now Americans deserve to
have this same spirit directed
toward addressing the problems
here at home," he said.
On domestic policy, Bush proposed expanding the national
service program founded by former President Clinton to enlist
Americans in community service, homeland defense and
other community activities. The
Peace Corps would double its
volunteers in five years, under
Bush's plan.
He conceded the federal budget will run a deficit for the first
time in four years, but said it will

be "small and short term" if
Congress holds down spending.
He asked lawmakers to back
his education, trade and tax
policies to promote jobs, and
embrace his welfare, health care,
farm and environmental initiatives. With the address dominated by talk of war and recession,
he offered no details on the policies.
Even as Bush prepared to
make the several-block ride to
the Capitol, the Senate debated
economic stimulus legislation.
As if to underscore difficulties
ahead, the Dow Jones average
tumbled nearly 250 points
Tuesday on worries that more
companies might be vulnerable
to the kind of accounting scandals that brought down Enron.
American foreign policy
would be reshaped to emphasize
the
"non-negotiable
demands of human dignity: the
rule of law, limits on the power of
the state, respect for women,
private property, free speech,
equal justice and religious tolerance."
"No nation owns these aspirations, and no nation is exempt
from them," Bush said.
Many U.S. allies fall short of
the standards, including China
and Russia, but aides said Bush
realizes it will take time to shift
deeply rooted attitudes.

Fog hindering Texas manhunt efforts
RAMPAGE, FROM PAGE 1
"She didn't know nothing
about him," said McElroy's
daughter, Priscilla Bailey of
Kirbyville. "That's what scared
me all the time."
The stolen vehicle was found
wrecked about 40 miles away,
near Call, where a man broke

into the home of Charles White
and fired four shots into an
empty bedroom.
"He said, T don't want to hurt
anybody. I don't want to kill anybody,"' said White, 68, who was
home with his wife.
White told the Beaumont
Enterprise the man was carrying
a Bible and a copy of the book

"Alcoholics Anonymous."
At one point, the man said:
"I'm one of those people. I'm one
of those people."
When the man left. White ran
after him and fired two shots
from his shotgun. He said he
thought he might have hit the
man.
About 100 yards away, the

man broke into the home of
Gary and Gwen Pearson, where
he shot Gwen Pearson and their
three children.
Ashley Pearson, 10 and April
Pearson, 14, were killed. Gwen
Pearson was in critical condition, the Newton County
Sheriff's department said, and 5year-old Kaitlyn was in good

Harvard
skepticle
of new
prof.
HARVARD, FROM PAGE 1
in the arm."
Lawrence Bobo, a Harvard
Afro-American studies program
professor,
said
Dawson's
appointment shows "that there's
enormous calm at the center of
the storm."
Harvard sociologist William
Julius Wilson said the AfroAmerican program was continuing to recruit actively and
hoped to make as many as four
appointments within the next
year.
"People don't realize how
strong the intellectual power is
at this department. Two or three
defections will not seriously
harm the department," Wilson
said.

Shadows
closing
concerns
students
SHADOWS, FROM PAGE 1

condition at Christus St.
Elizabeth Hospital in Beaumont.
Police said the man stole the
Pearsons' vehicle, then wrecked
it and ran into the woods near
CaD.
Neighbors of Stevenson and
McElroy described him as a
loner and a recluse.

the change.
"I'm upset because people on
this side of campus arc going to
have to walk somewhere farther,"
said Lena McElroy, resident of
Anderson Hall.
"They should have given us a
big heads up about that," she
said "Shadows wasn't even open
the first weekend of school, so
me and my friend had nowhere
to go that night. Yeah, I was upset,
but I'm over it now."
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Port Authority workers charged with stealing
NEW YORK (AP) — A dozen Port Authority employees
who escaped the World TYade Center attack were
charged Tliesday with stealing nearly $20,000 in relief
funds from the American Red Cross and another
agency. The workers allegedly received money from
the Red Cross and Safe Horizon.

NATION

Noelle Bush
charged with
pharmacy fraud
By Brendan Famngton
ASSOCIATE!) PRESS WRITER

TALLAHASSEE Ha — Gov. Jeb
Bush's daughter was charged with
prescription fraud Tuesday after
she was arrested at a pharmacy
drive-thru window while allegedly
trying to buy the sedative Xanax.
Jeb Bush and his wife, Corumba,
issued a statement saying they
were "deeply saddened" by the
incident involving their only
daughter, 24-year-old Noelle.
"This is a very serious problem,"
they said. "Unfortunately, substance abuse is an issue confronting many families across our
nation."
Bush asked the public and the
media to "respect our family's pri-

vacy during this difficult time so
that we can help our daughter."
"We will have no further comment on this issue," Bush said.
A Walgreens pharmacist called
police while Noelle Bush was waiting in her white Volkswagen in the
drive-thru lane Tuesday morning,
according to a Tallahassee Mice
report
Monday night, a woman claiming to be a doctor called in a prescription for Xanax for Noelle
Bush, police said.
The police report said a colleague of the doctor, Dr. Noel
Sddmore, said he was no longer
practicing in Tallahassee and the
phoned-in prescription should be
treated as fraudulent.

Citizens against
NY gambling law Jury deciding sentence for mom

Associated Press Photo

TESTIFYING: Barbara Atkinson rocks back and forth as she tries to answer questions by defense lawyers.

By Marc Humbert
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ALBANY, N.Y. — Gambling
opponents filed a lawsuit
Tuesday challenging a law
authorizing one of the largest
expansions of gambling in the
state's history.
The law, passed last year,
allows for the addition of up to
six Indian-owned gambling casinos in the Buffalo-Niagara Falls
region and in the Catskill
Mountains. It also allows video
tottery terminals at horse racing
tracks across the state and permits New York to join multi-state
lotteries.
The gambling opponents,
including two state legislators
and the head of the Saratoga
Chamber of Commerce, say the

law violates the state constitution, which requires that all lottery proceeds go to education.
The new law would divide
proceeds with casinos, racetracks, horse owners and local
governments. State revenues
would be used for education and
economic development
"In reality, this is a bill to bail
out the racetrack industry masquerading
as
legislation
designed to benefit education,"
said Cornelius Murray, attorney
for the gambling opponents.
Michael McKeon. spokesman
for Gov. George Pataki, said the
plan was "carefully crafted" to
withstand legal challenges and
was meant to bring jobs to economically hard-hit areas of
upstate New York.

A woman charged
with locking her
starving daughter
in a closet awaits
her punishment
By Susan Parrott
ASS0CI AT ED PRESS WRITER

DALLAS—A jury began deciding the punishment Tuesday for a
woman who pleaded guilty to
confining her severely malnourished 8-year-old daughter in a
filthy doset.
Barbara Atkinson, 30, pleaded
guilty last week to a charge of bodily injury to a child. Prosecutors
said the girl was nearly dead when
she was found last summer in a

Hutchins mobile home, weighing ing someone might open the
door," Hawk said.
only 25 pounds.
Defense attorney Brad Lollar
The jury can recommend a
sentence from five years to life in said Barbara Atkinson suffered a
prison; judges in Texas rarely traumatic childhood and was
waver from jury sentencing rec- neglected by her birth mother, a
prostitute and drug addict At age
ommendations.
Closing arguments concluded 3, she was placed in an adoptive
Tuesday morning in the punish- home where she did not feel
ment phase of AUdnson's trial. • loved, Lollar said.
"She is a victimizer and a vicAtkinson. 30, and her live-in exhusband, Kenneth Atkinson, 34, tim," Lollar said.
Dr. I. Douglas Crowder, a psywere arrested last June.
"We have seen evil like we never chiatrist, testified Monday that
knew that evil existed. This is evil" Atkinson's childhood made it diffiprosecutor Susan Hawk said, cult for her to cope. He said
pointing at Barbara Atkinson. Atkinson, who gave up her daugh I lawk asked for a life sentence and ter at birth, later regretted it and
described the girl's nightmarish thought her own adoptive mother
would love her more if she got the
conditions.
"She laid there naked in her baby back.
When the child was returned
own feces, in her own urine, pray-

because of a legal error by the
adoptive parents' attorney, she
misbehaved. Atkinson felt
Kenneth Atkinson would leave if
she couldn't control the girl,
Crowder said.
During cross-examination by
prosecutors, Crowder said
Atkinson knew right from wrong,
and knowingly put the girl's life in
danger.
Kenneth Atkinson is awaiting
triaL He is charged with serious
bodily injury to a child and aggravated sexual assault of a child.
The East Texas couple who
originally tried to adopt the child
at birth is now her foster family
and is seeking permanent custody. They say the child has gained
weight, enrolled in kindergarten
and is doing well.
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QUOTEIXgiOTK

OPINION

"In all due modesty, it would not have
happened."
Failed presidential candidate Ralph Nader, when asked how he would have
i to the September 11 attacks. Nader insists the aviation-safety reforms
he's long advocated would have prevented the assault.

Where did our pizza place go??
When the old Union closed,
University Dining Services
moved the pizza shop to
Shadows, the snack shop at
Kreischer. Shadows will revert to
its hours of two years ago with
the opening of Zza's <"' night at
the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union.
Students were mad at first,
saying the pizza did not taste the
same. For residents of Founders,
MacDonald and Offenhauer,
Shadows was on the opposite
side of campus. However, there is

YOU DECIDE
Should Shadows stay open
on the weekends?
Go to www.bgnews.com/opinion
to respond. Results will be
updated frequently.

a new batch of students living in
the residence halls who have
become accustomed to the late
night options of Shadows. While
the pizza shop move was only
temporary, the freshmen and

sophomores were not around
when the decision was made.
The residents of Kreischer and
Harshman will now be without
dining options after 7 p.m. on
the weekends in the proximity of
the residence halls. While these
students could walk to the
Union to go to Zza's @ night on
the weekends, the closing of
Shadows on the weekends has
come as an unexpected shock.
Why should students have to
walk across campus at 10 pm.
on Friday to get a pizza? Some

Students should be given
more food choices on campus
AT ISSUE If the University allowed outside food businesses to serve the students
on-campus, we would not only be given more choices but also better quality
on campus.

TELLING IT
HOW IT IS

Chris Kelbky
The new Bowen-Thompson
Student Union has opened and
given everyone at the University
a wider variety of places to eat on
campus. However, that does not
mean that everyone is happy. So
far all of the new establishments
are operated by University
Dining Services, and some people would much rather have had
spots in the Union given to private businesses, particularly
locally operated ones. Even
though I have no huge complaints with any of the new dining places in the Union, I am one
of these people that would prefer
having privately operated businesses in the Union instead of
University operated ones, and 1
don't think that it should stop
there.
The only way to give people
the best value is to allow every
food establishment on campus
to be privatized. If a private business was given a chance to operate on campus, the only way it
could survive is if people really
did like its quality, service and
price. If people were not satisfied
with it, then they could choose to
go elsewhere, and the restaurant

would go out of business. This
isn't always the case with
University operated food places.
Those of us that live on campus
are forced to purchase a meal
plan and spend our money with
the University Dining Services
unless we want to lose it. How
can we be sure that we are being
given the best value for our
money when the people that run
these establishments know that
we have no other choice but to
eat there?
It seems to me that allowing
competition would be the best
way to determine which types of
food places people really want,
but this simple principle of survival of the finest is not being
allowed to work. We should be
the ones that determine what
kinds of food are offered by
choosing to buy them.
We should also not have our
choices limited because the
University feels that they have to
make certain groups of people
happy. For example, vegetarian
lasagna and boca burgers are not
what I consider quality foods.
Sure, there are always other,
more typical choices available,
but if vegetarians choose to
make up reasons why they cannot eat certain foods then they
should be the ones with a more
limited menu, not me. Salad is
always available. These people
should stop complaining and

feel lucky that they get that
because if it were up to me, there
would be small pieces of bacon
or ham in with the lettuce A private business wouldn't have to
change their menu when a small
group of people complain. They
would know exactly what people
really wanted by simply seeing
what items were selling the best
If you don't believe that private
restaurants could be run more
efficiently, just look at the way
the University bookstore operates compared to the privately
owned ones. Buying something
from the University bookstore
during the first week of classes
can turn into an all afternoon
activity, while going to one of the
privately owned ones takes only
a few minutes and costs significantly less.
ID cards should always be
accepted on campus for convenience, but telling us we have to
spend so much money with the
University is unacceptable If the
Administration really wanted us
to get the best value, they would
scrap the mandatory meal plans,
close the Dining Services facilities and allow private businesses
on campus for easy accessibility.
Any bets on whether or not this
will happen?

students chose to live in
Kreischer especially because of
the proximity of dining centers.
New students were under the
impression that they would be
able to get a snack in their pajamas. Does University Dining
Services expect Kreischer residents to walk across campus in
their slippers?
Sometimes a student will go to
Shadows by him or herself to get
a snack. However, students are
not encouraged to walk across
campus at night. Walking to the

should be included for verificatjon

typed, double-spaced pages). These

purposes.

where you stand.

are usually in response to a current

fcrsonal attacks and anonymous

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be less

issue on the BGSU campus or

submissions will not be printed

than 500 words (less than two typed,

Bowling Green area.

Send submission to the Opinion

double-spaced pages). These ate usu-

POLICIES

mailbox at210Wfest Hall or

aDy in response to a current issue on

Letters to the Editor and Guest

bgrews^istprocbgsaedu with the

the BGSU campus or Bowling Green

Columns are printed as space per-

subject line marked "letter to the edi-

area.

mits.

tor"or "guest column"

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

Name, phone number and address

have become accustomed to.
One cannot give a person
chocolate everyday for two years
and then just stop The person
receiving the chocolate can still
go to the store and buy it, but the
giver created an expectation for
the receiver.
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LATE NIGHT SNAKE Zza's @ night is another University
Dining Services snack bar.

DEVON NOVOTNY
SENIOR

"What is the skin? I'm
a Bio major, I should
know that."

Dining Services
overprices food
GUEST COLUMN
Timothy Booker

JUSTIN FUJKA
FRESHMAN

"What is the heart,
no, the brain? No, it's
the skin."

Correct Question:
What is the skin?

between 600 and 800 words (two

an obligation to maintain the
level of service that the students

Answer: It is the
largest human organ.

DAN MORGANTI
SOPHOMORE
"What is the skin?"

Do you agree with all of this? We

keep Shadows open on the
weekends, the organization has

ON THE STREET

ERIN TURNER
SOPHOMORE
"What is the brain?"

doubt h. Write us and let us know

beneficial for dining services to

JEOPARDY

Chris loves his BG food. You
can email him at
ckelble@bgnetbgsu.edu.

Submission policy

Union on Friday night may be
ruled out by a person wanting to
go by themselves because of
safety concerns.
The closing of Shadows has
come as a surprise to the students in these residence halls.
Had the students known at the
beginning of the school year, it
might not have been such a
shock or they could have chosen
to live in another residence hall
had it been a significant problem.
While it may not be financially

It is currently 3 am. and I
have just returned from the
multimillion-dollar Student
Union where I was again
forced to shell out over $10 for
a midnight snack. As a sophomore I am faced with one
option: live on campus. To do
so means not only shelling out
thousands a semester to stay in
a dorm but also shelling out
$900 at least for a meal plan.
Now coming up with this kind
of money up front is problem
enough, but every time I go to
the Sundial or another of the
University1 "fine" dinning
establishments, my drink alone
is the price of an extra value
meal from a restaurant offcampus. It gets a little disheartening. I went to the recently
opened 'Zza's @ Night' over in
the Bowen- Thompson
Student Union because the
only other option for late night
si unking, Shadows, reduced
its hours for who knows what
reason. I went there thinking
that there would be some variety to the things I could order
and was sadly mistaken. The
menu was even less impressive
than that of Shadows. The real
kick in the head is when I tried
to get a refill and was told that I
had to buy an entire new cup
of soda for the same price as
the first
I've been on my fair share of
campuses across the country,
and Bowling Green State
University's food service is by
far the most horrible I've seen.
It starts with the required meal
plan and only gets worse from
there. Nothing on this campus
is ever fresh. The food is more
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often than not overcooked or
has sat under the heat lamps
too long. Everything is overpriced. There is no variety.
There is nothing to distinguish
Commons from Sundial from
Keepers except for the people
that work there. As a student,
I'm tired of not being able to
eat real food after 7 p.m. I guess
no one around here eats dinner between 7 and 9 pm. like
normal American households.
Heaven forbid that I have classes from three in the afternoon
to 8:30 or something, because I
wouldn't see a dinner that didn't consist of 50 percent grease
for the next semester. How
many times a week must I be
subjected to the choice of
either horrible pizza or a horrible sub?
But to not pay that meal plan
off is to be faced with the little
thing the Bursar's Office likes to
call a Hold. So I guess I'll keep
sliding my card and keep buying yogurt for $3, a 32 ounce
drink for $2 and a dried out
piece of Salisbury steak (I'd like
to see someone prove that
that's what it is) for $6. I'll keep
shelling out another $2 every
time I need more liquid to
wash down the dry food that I
am forced to eat after 7.1 will
continue to use my BiG Charge
on the vending machines at 5
am while I'm at work because
nothing is open. I guess it is not
the school's concern if the
masses aren't happy with their
food choices, especially since
we have already bought our
nonrefundable meal card.
Whether we spend the money
on our meal plan or not, the
school is already paid in full.
But like my roommate says,
"Something has to pay to keep
the empty Student Union lit up
like a Christmas tree 24/7."
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Worst drought in decades
slows East Coast to trickle
BymchMlW«ls»nsMn
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

NEW CEO: IBM Corp.'s board of directors selected the company's
president and CEO, Samuel J. Palmisano, left.

Months later,
IBM installs
new president
ByJimKrane
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

NEW YORK — In one of the
most closely watched successions on Wall Street, IBM Corp.
on Tuesday named the company's president and chief operating officer, Samuel I. Palmisano,
to succeed Louis V. Gerstner as
chief executive.
The move, a topic of mounting speculation for months,
takes effect March 1. Gerstner
will remain chairman of the
technology giant until the end
of 2002.
"From March 1 on. Sam is our
new leader," Gerstner, 59, told
IBM employees in a memo.
Palmisano, who headed several departments before taking
over the company's day-to-day
operations in September 2000,
assumes control after a

Gerstner-led turnaround in
IBM's fortunes.
Gerstner, who took over in
1993, transformed IBM from
a flagging computer maker
into a competitive global
enterprise with a focus on
information services and
workplace technology.
During those years, IBM's
stock price has increased
more than 800 percent, and
its market value has grown by
$180 billion.
Palmisano, 50, joined IBM
in 1973. As head of IBM's
server and enterprise storage
businesses, he led the development of the company's
successful eServer product
line.
IBM stock fell $3.90 to
$104.25 in midday trading on
the New York Stock Exchange.

Dry cereal for breakfast was
invented by John Henry Kellogg
at the turn of the century.
Ihe Associated Press

LOW WATER: Oliver Duncan, 4, and his dog Tiger, of Moncks Corner, S.C. venture out on to a sand
barge in Lake Moultrie at Atkins Landing.
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NEW YORK — Baltimore's
reservoirs are so low the city
plans to tap the Susquehanna
River for drinking water despite
complaints about its iron taste.
Rivers in Maine have been
reduced to a trickle. And in New
Hampshire, many of the frozen
waterfalls that draw ice-climbing
tourists haven't formed this year.
From Maryland to Maine, the
East Coast is seeing some of the
driest conditions in decades.
More than 100 counties are
under drought warnings, watches or advisories. Public officials
are urging people to take shorter
showers, fix plumbing leaks and
wash cars with buckets instead
of hoses,
"The whole system is being
taxed right now," said George
McKillop, a National Weather
Service hydrologist in Upton,
N.Y.
Precipitation is six to 10 inches
below average in New England
and the mid-Atlantic states over
the last six months, off a third or
more from the norm. In New
York City, which issued a drought
warning Monday, precipitation
has been a mere quarter of its
normal level since September.
Maryland has put the
Monocacy River off-limits to
protect it in the drought, cutting
off a third of the potential water
supply for Frederick, the state's
second-largest city. Frederick has
slowed new development and is
considering shutting it down
entirely,
Mayor
lennifer
Dougherty said.
Baltimore's reservoirs are at
their lowest point on record for
January. The city plans to tap the
Susquehanna River, whose high
iron content has irritated customers in the past.
"We're hoping that it will be a
minimal change in taste," said
Kurt Kocher. a spokesman for the
city Department of Public Works.
Maine is struggling through its
worst drought in 107 years of
record-keeping. Dam operators
are shutting gates to keep reservoirs from plunging, turning
rivers and streams into relative
trickles. Whitewater rafting and
salmon, trout and bass fishing
could be devastated.

Recruitment Dates:
January 30 & 31
February 4& 5
7-9 pm

.diirJM

For more information, contact Paul Daniels @ 353-5181 or pjoseph@bgnel.bgsu.edu

.Q11S
www. statravel.com

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Jan. 28th, 2002

419-354/

Standard, Fronch
A Custom
Servfces Available.

Wat6-CU4 'TiJetcWte! Mon-Sat:
?am - 9pm
Sunday: llam-5pm

1 180 N. Main #7 ♦ Bowling Green

*-*k.
. each months rent for the full term of the lease if
signed by the end of February for Mid Am Manor &
Charleston Apartments.
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Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 '/J E. Wooster
122 '/i Frazee Ave.
702 I/J Sixth St.
704 >/i Sixth St.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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Columbia targets infrastructure
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP)—Colombia's largest rebel
group is targeting the country's infrastructure in a wave
of attacks that started just hours after the guerrillas
promised to start serious peace negotiations. Felled
electrical towers, a dynamite attack on a water reservoir
and threats to close major roads prevail in the South.

WORLD
Architects work
to restore Arch

US. opposes
foreign aid

By Theodora Tongas
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ByEdrdiMLedanr
ASSSOCIUHO PRESS W«

U«

UNITED NATIONS — The
United States opposes a United
Nations suggestion that a "substantial increase" in foreign aid is
required to reduce the number
of people living in poverty world wide.
Negotiators from more than
150 countries said Monday that
they have agreed on a blueprint
to improve the lives of about 3
billion people living on less than
$2 a day. The so-called
"Monterrey Consensus" will be
discussed in March at a major
U.N. conference in Monterrey,
Mexico.
The consensus document
urges developed countries to
spend 0.7 percent of their gross
national product to help poor
nations. GNP is the value of all
goods and services produced by
a country.
But U.S. Ambassador Sichan
Siv said that percentage represents a tremendous amount of
money and the United States
believes developing countries
should spend the money they
already get better.
Most countries, including the

United States, have reduced their
foreign aid budgets over the past
decade
"Pouring money into developing countries is not the only solution," he said. "Development aid
is one road to development.
There are other avenues that
need to be taken.. .good governance, transparency, accountability, and the willingness of
governments to implement all of
this."
The blueprint does call on
developing countries to promote
good governance, fight corruption, create a stable investment
climate and use domestic financial resources for development.
But it excludes two points
raised during the negotiations:
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan's call for doubling foreign
aid spending, from $50 billion to
$100 billion, within three years;
and the demand by some developing nations and more than 50
non-governmental organizations that a timetable be set for
the 0.7 percent target.
Siv said the United States and
lapan, the world's two largest
economies,
opposed
any
timetable.

Associated Press Photo

REST0RIN6: Archaeologists are examining ways to restore
Hadrian's Arch, shown here.

ATHENS, Greece — Standing
near the foot of the Acropolis, it
once separated the old from the
new city of Athens. Now, restorers
hope to help Hadrian's Arch regain
some of its former glory.
Scaffolding is wrapped around
half of the Roman monument, with
workers busily huddled over plans.
Archaeologists are examining the
Pentelic marble arch to determine
the best method of restoring cleaning and protecting it
" Restorers will study the problem
of pollution that has settled on the
arch and how this could be
removed in the most painless way,"
Dimosthenis Giraud, who heads
the restoration effort, said Monday.
"The restorers will see how to deal
with serious cracks."
Built in 131 A.D., the arch served
as the gateway between the ancient
Greek city of Athens and the newer
section to the city built by the
Roman emperor Hadrian Now, it
stands beside one of central Athens'
busiest streets.
The marble used to built the arch
was mined on nearby Mount
Penteli, the same source used for
the Parthenoa
Columns crowned with elaborate Corinthian capitals support the

monument's central arch. Another
series of Corinthian columns —
similar but smaller than those of
the neighboring temple of Zeus —
tower over the top of the structure.
Giraud said workers also must
figure out how to restore the
structure's stability, since eight of
the columns that adorned the
monument were removed more
than 250 years ago.
Studies are expected to take
about three months, with experts
examining sample areas of about
half of the monument. The results
of this sample will provide an
indication of what is needed to
carry out work on the whole arch,
Giraud said.
The results will then be presented
to
the
Central
Archaeological Council, which
will give the go-ahead for the
actual
restoration
work.
Archaeologists hope to have
completed at least some of the
work before Athens hosts the
Olympic Games.
The culture ministry aims to
have completed a number of
restoration projects by the 2004
games. Earlier this month,
archaeologists began dismantling
the Temple of Athena Nike from
the Acropolis piece by piece as
part of restoration work.

CHECK VS eVT AT 0CNC*rV.CC»*
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
Located Above Downtown Businesses:
114 S. Main: Central AC, washer/dryer in building
117 N. Main: Washer/dryer in building,
dishwasher, central AC
128 W. Wooster: Free water/sewer

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
315 1/2 S. Main: Wood deck
507 & 525 E. Merry: Across from campus. Free
water/sewer. Washer/dryer in building

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
317 S. Main: Located close to downtown

GREENBRIAR VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS APARTMENTS
East Merry Avenue Apartments
516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $725 mo.

Field Manor Apartments
519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $675 mo.

Frazee Avenue Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $675 mo.

NEWL9VB
Rentals
332 S Main St (our only olticel
352.5620
www ncwlovoroalty com 'rentals

A real rose
Nothing
outshines
it for
Valentines Day!

$150.00 OFF
Discount taken per unit
expires on 2/15/02

352-0717

•

in real gold!

$49

95

UH.L\J<jl 1

224 E. WOOSTER

Now Leasing
2 Bedroom furnished & 'Unfurnished
May and August 2002
1 bedroom summer only
Limited'Available

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
3543533

BQSU

1

VILLAGE
GRU*

Arra

CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!
FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

for her, it will last forever.

• Heat included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU

For less than the price of a

300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

139 S. MAIN

dozen roses, you'll give her a

BOWLING GREEN, OH

single rose that she'll

(419) 352-6335

43402

remember you by and

A very special gift for a very
special woman.
real 12" long-stemmed
rose, preserved and
dipped in real 24k gold.

R.

HOWARD
FINE JEWELERS

■III

Each rose is unique (no two
are alike) and like your love

cherish forever.

SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com

*$»
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European storms
cause problems
By SIM unman
ASSOCIATED PDtSS WRITER

LONDON — Powerful gales
battered northern Europe, killing
at least 17 people as the wind
ripped roofs off houses, disrupted traffic and shipping and left
thousands of homes without
power Tuesday.
Winds gusting at up to 120
mph tore through Britain and
Ireland on Monday before heading
across
Scandinavia,
Germany, Poland and Russia
overnight, meteorologists reported.
In Britain, seven people died in
gales that centered on northern
England and Scotland. Scottish
Hydroelectric said 8.000 homes
remained without electricity
Tuesday.
Engineers worked through the
night to restore electricity to tens
of thousands of homes after high
winds closed bridges, caused
numerous road accidents and
brought the area's rail network to
a virtual standstill.
The Scottish Environment
Protection Agency issued 12
flood warnings while the
Environment Agency had 23
flood warnings in force across
Wales and England.
In Scotland, two people died
when the wind overturned tractor-trailers, and a man was killed
and a woman injured by a falling
tree outside a hotel.

Associated Press Photo

THROUGH THE PEEP HOLE: A girl looks at a microsculpture through a hole in the wall.

Microsculptures popular
ByAmuMelnichuk
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

KIEV, Ukraine — Wearing a
lacy skirt and holding up an
umbrella, the slender girl gracefully rocks a shapely leg her elegant shoe barely hooked to a
tiny toe. All the while, she
perches — on the nose of a
mosquito.
This micro statue, made of
pure gold, is so small that the
veins on the life-size mosquito's
wings can be seen clearly only
with the help of a strong microscope.
It's not work for the easily dis-

tracted or someone with any- cupolas rise above whitewashed walls and church bells
thing but rock-sleady hands.
"When I make my minia- peal. Another Syadristy musetures, I try to hold my breath um is in Andorra, the tiny state
and touch the work with the in the Pyrenees, while a third is
fnstrument between the beats to open soon in Barcelona,
of my heart to prevent my hand Spain.
Visitors to the Kiev museum
from trembling" says Nikolai
Syadristy,
a
64-year-old can see a 0.15-inch model of the
Ukrainian who crafts some of Santa Maria, Christopher
Columbus' sailing ship, comthe tiniest art in the world.
A museum containing his posed of 256 gold parts. Antoine
works is in the Orthodox de Saint-Exupery's little Prince
Christian Monastery of the ' stands just 0.03 inch tall, on a
Caves, a 12th century holy place pearl planet with a 0.08-inch
in the center of the Ukrainian airplane nearby.
There's also a miniature book
capital. Kiev, where golden

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
31S N. ENTERPRISE 3 BR. use ol garage. Limit 3 people Will be freshly updated 1950.00 per month, deposit $950 00. Tenants pay all utilities.
Available June 15, 2002
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-ltame. Limil 3 people $550.00 per month paid in 11
payments ol $590.00 Deposil $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Available
May 18. 2002
629 ELM STREET - 3BR. Limit 3 people. Use ol garage $850.00 per
month paid in 11 paymenls ol $913.00. Deposil $850.00. Tenants pay utilities Available May 18, 2002.
140 1/2 MANVILLE - 2 BR. Above garage behind 140 Manville. Limit 2
people $560.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $601.00. Deposil
$560.00 Tenants pay utilities Available August 22,2002.
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR Limil 2 people. $440.00 per monlh paid in 11
paymenls of $473.00 Deposil $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May
18. 2002.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)

The Gavel...
Wants You!

of verses by Ukrainian national
poet Taras Shevchenko — 12
pages of poetry and pictures
bound with a spider web. The
book can fit through the eye of a
needle.
He doesn't sell the works, preferring to see them displayed in
collections. He lives off his
salary from the Kiev museum,
which is financed by the state.
Born into a family of fanners
in eastern Ukraine in 1937,
Syadristy studied art and agriculture, and he worked as an
engineer at the Kiev Institute of
Superhard Materials.

National Coed Service Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega
Excelling in Leadcrship-Fnendship-Service
Want to get involved and have fun in activities that
Are Campus, City, and Nation Wide?
Find out how you can make a difference!
Information Nights:
Tues. January 29-8:30 Kreischer-Darrow Actvity Rm
Wed. January 30-7:30 Offen West Conference Rm
Thur. January 31-8:00 Kohl Lock Lounge

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

Questions? Can't attend but want more information?
Contact Sara at hoge@bgnct.bgsu.edu or 214-6225

517 E. REED - At Thurslin One Bedroom, 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 E. MERRY- Close to Offenhauer.
Furnished one bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $570.00
451 TH1IRSTTN Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUCH - Campui Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
/
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or UruW
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $365.00
707. 711.715.719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person • $350.00
402 HIGH • Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year • Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $470.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
School Year -Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $460.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Led* Maaor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year • Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530.00
818 SEVENTH • Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $450.00
Ml Elf.TH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate-$470.00
724 S. Collect - Cambridge Common*
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00

$1.00
SUBS

/

IN-SH0P ONLY
SANDWICH # 1-6 ONLY
(LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER)
PROMOTION RUNS ON THURSDAY, JANUARY 31ST

The Gavel is now accepting
applications for
writers/photographers and
designers to work
on future issues.
To pick up an application stop
by Rm. 202 West Hall.

In northern England, two drivers and a passenger were killed
in three accidents in which trucks
were blown over or off the road. A
woman was killed by a piece of
stone carving that fell from a
church in York
In northern Germany, gales
brought down trees and tore the
roofs from a number of buildings
including a 32,000 square-foot
hall in the port city of Bremen,
where a man was killed by a flying
tree branch. Another man was
killed when he lost control of his
car in high wind and hit a truck
Falling trees killed a man in
Oranienburg, near Berlin, and a
78-year-old woman in Wuelfrath,
near
Duesseldorf.
In
Travemuende. on the Baltic
coast, the wind blew a ferry iiio a
tugboat and both ran aground.
In western Poland, two men
were killed when their car hit a
fallen tree, and one person was
killed by a falling tree. In Konon, a
lamp post fell on a woman riding
a bicycle, killing her.
Two thousand Polish communities remained without electricity Tuesday.
In the Russian enclave of
Kaliningrad, two people were
killed when high winds blew a
tree onto their car.
In Scandinavia, high winds
felled trees and electricity poles
and disrupted shipping, but no
one was reported injured.

HOURS 6PM TO 2AM
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We have many other units available. Stop m Ihe Rental
(Met for a complete brochure..

BOWING GREEN

PH: 352.7200

♦Internship credit available*

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office 354-2260

FX: 352.7203
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Not a must-win, but close
"We're not as aggressive for periods,
then we become more aggressive."

from
having
conference record
won 12 in a row
to 500 and make
or simply the
winning a division
law of averages
nearly impossible.
DAN DAKICH, MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
catching up, the
In the search to
pressure is on
find out exactly
for BG to go into
what has gone
ball way too quickly from the
wrong as the Falcons have lost time we were up eight until the Kalamazoo and come up with a
three of their last four games, end of the game against Akron." big road win. They aren't facing
coach Dan Dakich isolated a
He also pointed to an overall Ball State's giant killers, but this
isnt a team BG can overlook,
couple areas of concern. Most of lack of aggression at times.
it centers around either being
"We're not as aggressive for either. Western Michigan's leadtoo aggressive or not aggressive periods, then we become more ing scorer is 6' 7" forward Steve
Reynolds, averaging 16.5 points
enough.
"I think we shoot too quick, aggressive," he said. "I thought per game, the ninth-leading
especially at the start of games we started out the Kent game not scorer in the conference. Robby
and at certain times during very aggressive, kind of passive." Collum's 4.2 assists per game is
Whether it was self-satifaction third in the conference. The
games," he said. "We shot the

By Erik Cassano
IHE BC NEWS

MARNY OESTRENG
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

She was named MAC
athlete of the week. It
is her eighth time to
receive the award.

The slogan on the Western
Michigan University Website
says, "Every day is a great day to
be a Bronco." If not everyday,
today might be a great day to be
a Bronco basketball player.
Western Michigan, hanging on
by a thread in the Mid-American
Conference Western Division
race with a 3-5 conference
record, hosts reeling Bowling
Green tonight at 7*0.
The Falcons (14-4, 4-3 MAC)
are not quite in Western
Michigan's predicament yet, but
a loss tonight would drop their

Hockey's 'Day'-dream
By Erica fiambaccini
IHE BG HEWS

ZERIAN PETERSON
MEN'S TRACK

He placed second in
the 400-meter dash at
the Central Collegiate
Championships last
weekend at Kent State.

Cavs
finally
win,
114-81
By lorn Withers
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND - Wesley Person
scored 27 points, Andre Miller
had 17 and 12 assists and the
Cleveland Cavaliers ended a 12game losing streak with a surprising 114-81 win Tuesday
night over the Minnesota
Timberwolves.
The Cavs hadn't won since
Jan. 2, and didn't figure to end
their longest losing sldd in 20
years against the Timberwolves,
one of the NBAs elite teams.
But everything finally went
Cleveland's way.
The Cavs made 12 of 13 fieldgoal attempts while outscoring
the Timberwolves 45-4 over a
9:37 stretch bridging the second
and third quarters.
It was Cleveland's most lopsided win this season and the
Cavs' biggest since beating
Charlotte by 33 on Ian. 25,1997.
Person went 7-for-7 and
scored 16 points in the third
quarter when the Cavs
outscored Minnesota 37-18 and
took control.
Bryant Stith and Trajan
Langdon had 14 points apiece
for the Cavs, who were again
without leading scorer Laroond
Murray (broken nose) but didn't
need him anyway.
Kevin Gamett scored 14
points but missed his last nine
shots for the cold-shooting
Timberwolves, who went 1-for15 from the Door during the
Cavs' unexpected scoring binge.
Gamett was 7-of-23.
Minnesota's Walry Szczerbiak,
named an Eastern Conference
All-Star reserve on Tuesday, had
CAVS, PAGE 10

In order to become a great athlete, it is essential to start at an early
age. Many parents, in fact push,
their children to get involved with
sports from the moment they can
walk.
Senior captain Greg Day was no
exception. His parents got him
involved with hockey at the age of
four to follow in the footsteps of his
older brothers, lason and Brad, who
both played the game
However, he was the only one to
go on to play hockey at the collegiate level.
Before coming to Bowling Green,
Day played for the Chatham
Maroons of the Ontario Western
Junior Hockey League. While playing for the Maroons, he had 92
points (40 goals, 52 assists) and was
selected the Ontario Hockey
Association player of the year in
1996-97.
He also played on the Tecumseh
Bulldogs for two seasons where he
scored 139 points (62 goals, 77
assists) in 52 games in 1996-97.
Then, in 1998, he decided he
wanted to play hockey in college, so
he began looking around at
schools. Before committing to
Bowling Green, he looked at
Michigan State University, the
University of Massachusetts, and a
few others.
"They (BG) showed the most
interest in me when they were
recruiting me," Day said. "I thought
(coming to the USA) was my best
opportunity to move on in hockey."
Day has played in every game
since becoming a Falcon and
earned several honors. His freshman year, he was selected Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
Rookie of the Week for his two goal,
one-assist performance at Alaska
Fairbanks (February 12-13, 1999).
He was also named to the
Bauer/CCHA Honorable Mention
All-Rookie team.
DAY, PAGE 10

PHE-GAMt 6:30 & Ziggy
Zoomba's
TIP-OFF: 7:00 at Toledo
RADIO: 88.1 FMWBGU, commentary by Greg Gania and
Kevin Wemert
By Jot! Humwnd
THE BG HERS

What a difference a year
makes. Going Into last season's
game against arch rival Toledo,
the BG women's basketball team
was 3-0 in Mid-American
Conference play and riding high.
They carried that momentum
through their contest vs. the
Rockets, defeating them 63-58,
UT's only conference loss of the
season. The Falcons used four
double-digit games, led by Kim

However, what makes the
Broncos potentially difficult to
defend is not so much their players as their coaching
"They're an interesting team,"
Dakich said. "A lot of teams run a
play and... it creates a certain situation. These guys run a play,
and then another one, then
another one. Its a different way
to play."
Dakich said it is difficult to
defend since you are adjusting to
three or four different sets in one
possession. If one play 'doesn't
MEN, PAGE 10

Give
Bill
more
credit
ERIK CASSANO
'Papa Cass"

BGSU PMo

SHYIMS

WHAT A GOOD DAY: Falcon icer Greg Day maintains control of the puck in a recent game. Day
has not missed a game since he began playing for Bowling Green.

Women bailers set to take on Toledo
FALCONS VS. ROCKETS

leader is BG's Brandon Pardon.

Griech's 16 points, to outlast
Toledo in last year's contest
This time around, the Falcons
are 3-5 in MAC action, but they
are coming off a big win over
Marshall Saturday afternoon,
76-52
BG led the Herd, who scored
39 and 37 points in its two previous games, 13-10 Saturday after
eight minutes of action, and
used a 13-0 run to put the Herd
away for good. The Falcons led
by 18 at halftime, and opened a
23-point lead a minute into the
second half.
For only the third time this
season, BG out-rebounded an
opponent, 45-36. Sophomore
Stefanie Wenzel led her squad
once again with 19 points, and a
career-high 11 rebounds for her
first career double-double.
Griech scored 14 points, and
senior Dana Schuka tallied 11 for
BG. Kelly Kapferer chipped In

with seven rebounds.
"We put closer to a 40-minute
game together against Marshall
than we have all year," said
coach Curt Miller. "We're excited
about our three-game home win
streak. They (the players) feel
confident about it We've talked
about the fact that we need to
make Anderson Arena a tough
place for people to come play...
We've been in all five MAC
games here."
This year's Toledo squad, the
defending MAC champions,
boasts three double-digit scorers, and another close behind.
Melantha Herron leads her team
in both scoring and rebounding,
averaging 13.3 points and 8.4
rebounds per game, while
Courtney Risinger scores 12.9
points per game and has tallied a
team-best 47 three-point field
goals Forward Teresa Kahle is
averaging 11.7 points and 6.6

rebounds, and junior forward
Tia Davis averages 9.9 points per
game.
UT is ranked second in the
conference in scoring margin, at
plus-3.8 per game, trailing only
conference leader Ball State The
Rockets also rank second in
three-point field goal percentage, at 36.9 percent, and are third
in blocked shots per game, at
333.
The Rockets opened their season against then-No. 5 Duke, losing71-65.

Trends
The Falcons are now 4-5 at
home, 1-6 on the road and 1-2 in
neutral-site contests. BG has led
in seven of eight conference contests. BG faces a winnable schedule in the remainder of their conference slate, as their opponents
WOMEN, PAGE 10

The Super Bowl seems to
have it in for Cleveland. Not
only did the previous incarnation of the Browns come
painfully close to the championship game five different
times only to fall a win shoit,
but now the ghosts of
Cleveland's past have a sort of
dynasty going.
The last four Super Bowl
champions have been John
Elway's Denver Broncos
(twice), the SL Louis (formerly Cleveland) Rams, and the
Baltimore Ravens This year,
the anti-Cleveland streak will
reach five. Either the Rams
will win their second Super
Bowl in three years, or Bill
Belichick's New England
Patriots will win for the first
time.
Yeah, Bill Belichick. You
remember him? As the head
coach of the Browns from
1991-95, he only went by
what he saw. Most of the
time, Cleveland only saw him
hunched in front of a microphone muttering semicoherently about why he
went for a field goal down by
21 points in the fourth quarter, why Todd Philcox started
at quarterback, or why it was
Metcalf up the middle again
and aeain
Somehow, someway, the
man who presided over one
of the most confusing and
ultimately darkest eras in
Cleveland sports has found
football contentment. The
taciturn man who used to
hold postgame press conferences over the din of fans
chanting "Bill must go" in old
Cleveland Stadium is in the
Super Bowl for the first time
as a head coach. He is not
being maligned for his mine
field of a job in Cleveland. He
is no longer being needled by
the New York media machine
for resigning as head coach of
the lets a day after he got the
job.
Belichick is instead being
hailed as a defensive master
who got an underdog team to
play over their heads, first to a
division title and then to the
Super Bowl. Maybe if Tom
Brady's controversial incomplete pass against Oakland
wouldn't have been rule a
fumble, we wouldn't be havBIU, PAGE 10
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Quarterback controversy
is brewing at the Patriots
By EDDIE PfLLS
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

SWEATING: Mike Tyson yesterday at a hearing before the Nevada Athletic Commission.

Tyson denied license
for fight against Lewis
ByTdnOahUjeri
DC ASSOCWID PRESS

US VEGAS — Mike Tyson
was knocked oul of a rich fight
against Lennox Lewis in this
gaming capital when he was
denied a boxing license
Tuesday after a sometimes contentious hearing into his stormy
life.
The Nevada State Athletic
Commission voted 4-1 against
giving Tyson a license for an
April 6 fight against heavyweight champion Lewis. The
association said it couldn't trust
that Tyson would control his
emotions.
Tyson left the 2 1/2-hour
hearing minutes before the
vote, and his advisers said they
would huddle later to see if the
fight could be held elsewhere.
"I didn't think I was going to
get licensed, but (adviser) Shelly
Finkel was forcing me to come
anyway," Tyson said as he headed for a limousine.
Tyson can still apply for a
license outside Nevada to fight
Lewis, although his advisers
declined to say if he would. His
licensing had appeared to be a
mere formality until he sparked
a melee at a news conference
last week in New York that
prompted commissioners to
order him to appear before
them.
Asked if he thought there
would be a fight somewhere on
April 6, Tyson said, "No, it doesn't look like there'll be a fight. 1
don't know. I think Lennox is a
coward. I'm going to fight him
any time I see him in the
streets."
Commissioners faced a
dilemma in Tyson's application
to fight again in Nevada, more
than two years after the same

commission suggested he take
his fights on the road.
The fight would have meant
millions to a fragile las Vegas
tourism economy, but after
Tyson went berserk last week in
New York there was little support in the state for him to fight.
"We will not tolerate this kind
of behavior from Mr. Tyson, not
in boxing and not in Nevada,"
commissioner Amy Ayoub said.
The lone vote for Tyson came
from commission Chairman
Luther Mack, who was the only
member still remaining from
the commission that revoked
Tyson's license after he bit
Evander Holyfield's ears, and
then gave it back to him 15
months later.
Other commissioners said
they were dismayed at a string
of incidents involving Tyson
ranging from his arrest in
Maryland for assault after a traffic accident to the melee last
week in New York.
"A lot of people don't want to
see you fight again, they want
you banned from boxing,"
Mack told Tyson.
Tyson told the commission
that a bodyguard of Lewis was
to blame for what happened at
the news conference, saying he
swung at him only after the
bodyguard put his arm on him.
He said, though, he was
embarrassed because of what
happened in New York, where
he took a swing at a Lewis bodyguard and later yelled profanities at an audience member
who suggested he be put in a
straitjacket.
"It was just a horrible situation. I wish it wouldn't have
happened," Tyson said. "I'm
going to have to deal with it the
rest of my life and explain it to

my kids."
The proposed fight would be
a joint pay-per-view venture
between Showtime, which has
a contract with Tyson, and
HBO, which has a deal with
Lewis.
"We are disappointed that we
won't be able to present this
event in Las Vegas." said Marina
Capurro, vice president of communications for Showtime.
"As the television partner of
the heavyweight champion, we
will sit down and talk with
Lennox Lewis and discuss the
situation as soon as possible,"
said Ross Greenburg, president
of HBO Sports.
If Tyson had gotten a license,
the host for the major money
match would have been the
MGM Grand, the site of Tyson's
infamous disqualification for
biting Evander Holyfield's ears
in 1997.
In coat and tie, Tyson sat at a
table facing the commissioners
and defended himself.
"I'm no Mother Teresa,"
Tyson said. "I'm not Charles
Manson either, lust treat me
equal."
It was the second time the
Nevada commission has acted
against Tyson.
Following the Bite Fight, the
commission fined him $3 million and revoked his license. He
did get a license 15 months later
and fought twice in Nevada
In the second of those fights,
Tyson knocked down Orlin
Norris with a punch after a bell
ended the first round. Norris
claimed he hurt his knee and
couldn't continue. The fight
was ruled a no-contest.
No disciplinary action was
taken after the Norris fight, but
commission let it be known it

NEW ORLEANS — Bill
Belichick, Tom Brady and
Drew Bledsoe are the three
main characters in the first
and almost certainly the best
mystery of Super Bowl week.
A quarterback controversy
is brewing. Will it be Brady or
Bledsoe at quarterback for
the New England Patriots?
Only Belichick can say. He
promises he'll share all with
a curious football nation
Wednesday after practice.
"I'm sure a lot of people
want more information than
I'm able to give you right
now," Belichick said Monday
at a brief news conference
after he arrived in New
Orleans.
Most of the rest of his 20
minutes behind the podium
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All-Star-Reserves picked
NEW YORK (AP) — Paul
Pierce of the Boston Celtics
and Dirk Nowitzki of the Dallas
Mavericks were among seven
reserves picked Tuesday for
their first NBA All-Star games.
Jermaine O'Neal of Indiana
and Shareef Abdur-Rahim of
Atlanta joined Pierce as firsttime picks on the East team,
and will be joined by veterans
Alonzo Mourning (Miami), Ray
Allen (Milwaukee), lason Kidd
(New Jersey) and Tracy
McGrady (Orlando).
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Steve Nash (Dallas), Wally
Szczerbiak (Minnesota), Peja
Stojakovic (Sacramento) and
Nowitzki were first-time picks
on the West team. The other
West reserves are Karl Malone
(Utah), Gary Payton (Seattle)
and
Chris
Webber
(Sacramento).
Reserves were selected in a
vote by NBA coaches, who
could not vote for their own
players, while fans voted on
the starters for the Feb. 10
game at Philadelphia.
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The East starters are
Michael Jordan (Washington),
Vince
Carter
(Toronto),
Antoine Walker (Boston), Allen
Iverson (Philadelphia) and
Dikembe
Muiombo
(Philadelphia).
Starting for the West are
Shaquille O'Neal (Los Angeles
Lakers), Kobe Bryant (Lakers),
Tim Duncan (San Antonio),
Steve Francis (Houston) and
Kevin Garnett (Minnesota).
Francis also is a first-time AllStar.
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injury that forced him to the
bench in the second quarter.
Also, the second-year quarterback disembarked from
the team airplane Monday
showing no signs of a limp or
any injury.
Whatever Belichick's final
decision, it will surely be
second guessed. This is, after
all, the Super Bowl, where no
decision goes unscrutinized.
Especially a decision as
monumental as this.
Simply put, most teams
make it to the Super Bowl
because they have a stable
situation at quarterback. The
Patriots thought they Tit that
mold. Then came the injury,
and the return of Bledsoe,
who signed a 10-year, $103
million contract last offseason, only to spend most of
the season on the sideline.

CONFERENCE: New England Patriots Quarterback Drew Bledsoe takes questions from the media .

• *A toy Store and a Whole Lot More!*
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consisted of different versions of the same answer.
At one point. Belichick
inferred that he might
already know who the starter
will be. "I said I'd announce a
decision Wednesday, but 1
didn't say I'd make it
Wednesday," he said.
Then, he backed off that
notion.
"Look fellas, I'm not trying
to keep anything from anybody," he said. "I'm really
not. If I could tell you something, and say I'm 100 percent, I'd tell you that. You can
ask the question 50 different
ways. I'll announce it on
Wednesday. That's the best I
can do right now."
A few things are known:
Belichick said Brady could
have returned to the AFC
title game after the ankle
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FALCONS

BGSU vs. Western Michigan
BGSU Ice Arena
Friday, February 1, 7:05 pm
Saturday, February 2, 7:05 pm
Students Admitted FREE with Valid BGSU ID
For BGSU Hockey Tickets call 1-877-BGSU TICKET

YOUR SIX WEEK
IPRING BREAK
IIKIINII SOLUTION
u Will receive

4/ Faiwji HwJey Breeds atitemeat
www.bgsufalcons.com

x weeks of full usage of Curves
Two protien shake containers
Permanent Result Without Permanent Dieting
A full Dody composition analysis
• Fitness assessment with beginning and
endiiiq measurements
Y and make your appointment 352-2878
in at 920 N. Main St. in Bowling Green
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Falcon
Men's
defense a women
problem take on
Toledo

Belichick a good candidate to
win Lombardi Trophy this year
BILL FROM PAGE 8

ing this discussion. But it was,
and Belichick's Partriots ran
with it, outplaying Pittsburgh
on their home field in the AFC
Championship Game
Belichick may have had
Lawrence Taylor to work with
when he won two Super Bowls
as the the Giants' defensive
coordinator. But to simply say
Belichick was the beneficiary
of great talent belittles his own
talent. Yes, Lawrence Taylor
was arguably the best linebacker in history. But somebody had to utilize that talent
properly. We see right now
what Taylor is like without

MEN. FROM PAGE 8

work, the point guard simply
calls out another set. Western
Michigan's offense will put the
onus on BG's defense if they are
to control the tempo of the game.
BG's defense has not done a good
job of dictating the tempo of the
other team's offense in recent
weeks.
"The way we're playing
defense on the ball has to
improve," Dakich said. "Every
single guy on our team is getting
beaten off the dribble, and 1 think
the book on us has become
spread and drive, and that's a
book we have to close."

WOMEN, FROM PAGE 8

have a combined 645-66
record, and 30-22 in conference. Wenzel. who played in
just seven conference games
last year and scored 36 points
the entire season, leads the
Falcons at 13.4 in conference
action. Griech and Wenzel are
both shooting over 80 percent
from the charity stripe thus
far, with Griech connecting
on 81.4 percent and Wenzel
81.8 percent.

CAVS, FROM PAGE 8

just three points and didn't
score until there was just 4:57
left in the fourth.
The Timberwolves shot 34
percent from the field.
The Cavs appeared to be on
their way to another loss when
Anthony Peeler converted a 3point play to put Minnesota up
39-30 with 3:37 left in the first
half.
But Miller fed Person and
Stith for consecutive 3s, Su'th

Check us out...
www. BGNews. com

direction.
Belichick has been through
the ringer as a head coach and
has emerged better because of
it. When he first started out in
Cleveland, Belichick didn't
want to do anything but concentrate on the Xs and Os of
football. He hated anything
that forced him to project a
personality. • Now, he won't
front a\fegas lounge act, but he
appears much more straightforward and confident in front
of a microphone
Belichick ran headlong into
a quarterback controversy in
Cleveland with Bemie Kosar
and
Vinny
Testaverde.
Testaverde got the job, Kosar

hit another long jumper and
the Cavs ran off 14 straight
points in an 18-1 spurt to take a
48-40 halftime lead.
Cleveland scored the first
eight points after halftime, and
with Person doing most of the
damage from long range, the
Cavs opened the period with a
27-3 burst.
Stith's two free throws gave
Cleveland a 75-43 lead with
6:00 left in the third quarter,
and Cavs coach John Lucas got
a rare opportunity to relax and
even played some of his

I

A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

505 CLOUGH, #A6 and C29 - Two BR
furnished, $525.00 per month, $525.00 deposit
until 5/11/02. Tenant pays gas and electric.
850 SIXTH, #9 - Two BR furnished, $525.00 per
month, $525.00 deposit until 5/11/02. Tenant pays
gas and electric.

■MsMH

* We also have several semester subleases available.
List is available at rental office.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
Hours:
224
E.
Wooster
Mon.-Fri. 9am ■ 5pm
Bowling
Green
Saturday 9am - 1pm
OH 43402

JOHN NEVU.OYE REAL ESTATE. INC
Rental Office
419-354-2260
i|') I Woostci
i;uTo\s from Taco Hclh

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

ADVANCE STUDENT
TICKET PICKUP
FOR SATURDAY'S GAME

vs.

(OH)
1 :DDPM

MIAMI

' Last year, Day earned honorable mention All-CCHA honors.
He also scored his first hat trick
October 22, 2000 against
Michigan. He would have liked'to
have done the same thing last
weekend in Ann Arbor, but he
said he'd rather have the win than
a hat trick.
Day is a three time letter wkiner and currently leads the tearn
with 26 points (13 goals, 13
assists). He is ranked fifth in the
league with 10 conference goals.
This year, as captain, he has
taken the team under his wings
and has been an inspiration ito
his teammates.
"He does a good job showing
his leadership skills,'' said freshman Ryan Minnabarriett. "He'll
go out of his way to talk to you/'
Day has been a big influence
on Minnabarriett and the other
freshman.
"I try to lead by example," Day
said. "I'm not that much of a do
this, do that person. I try to give
them (the freshmen) pointers
now and then."
One way he helps the freshmen out is by becoming their
friend. He sits beside them in the
locker room, talks with them and
has become a role model to his
teammates.
"Personally, he's influenced me
a lot," Minnabarriett said. "Being
a freshman, you get worried
about what your role is on the
team. He's helped me find out
what my role is. He understands
what the freshmen are going
through because he has been
there."

AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SEMESTER

^ns.

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY
2ND

Minnesota assistant Randy
Wittman made his first visit to
Gund Arena since being fired
by the Cavs after last season.
He has no regrets about his two
years in Cleveland. "I wouldn't
change a thing," said Wittman,
who holds no animosity. "The
situation was a good one for
me. It just didn't work out I
wish I was still here. I don't feel
like I was singled out"

DAY, FROM PAGE 8

Stop in for your listings and information.

! Expires 2/27/02

MEN'S BASKET BAU

Notes

Day a
key to
BGteam

The Rental Office is now signing leases for
2002-2003 school year.

§85(D ©W MBIWDSmr

Final Days
To Rent!!

reserves during extended
garbage time in the fourth.

Fflave you1\ ready our \
\BG News??j

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,

got released, and Cleveland
fans never forgave Belichick.
Now, he hasnt got a controversy so much as a problem 29
other NFL teams wished they
had. Brady or Drew Bledsoe?
Either way, they're playing in
the Super Bowl.
If the world didn't end when
Art Modell was handed the
Vince Lombardi Trophy last
year, it probably isn't going to
end if Belichick gets it. Sure, it
would be a huge upset if the
Patriots beat the Rams Sunday,
but upsets have been the name
of Belichick's game this season.
Heck, Belichick may—dare I
say—deserve to win it

Cavs snap skid with 114-81 win

Sports Illustrated
After Saturday's game, BG
guard Keith McLeod was interviewed by Sports Illustrated. At
23.5 points per game, McLeod is
the sixth-leading scorer in the
nation.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

MONDAY thru FRIDAY
HGSU STUDENTS CAN PICKUP
DNE TICKET FDR THIS
SATURDAY'S GAME AGAINST
MIAMI AT THE BGSU TICKET
OFFICE LOCATED INSIDE
ANDERSON ARENA
•STUDENTS MUST PRESENT A
BGSU STUDENT ID

ON GAMEDAY STUDENTS MUST
PRESENT THEIR TICKET AND
BGSU ID TO GAIN ADMITTANCE
•STUDENTS WITHOUT TICKET OR ID WILL
NOT BE ADMITTED

THE TICKET OFFICE WILL
DISTRIBUTE STUDENT Tl CKETS
ALL WEEK UNTIL ALLOTMENT IS
GONE

TICKET DFFICE HDURs:
9:DOAM UNTIL 5:DQPM

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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I
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THE CAMPUS

I

I
I
I Bee a part of The Campus Buzz!
1
We are looking for:
I
I
• Writers
I
• Photographers
I
I Contact: Chasity Lester, Editor @ 372-6968
J
Sereses721 @yahoo.com
I
L

ThiW

Classified Ads
372-6977
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Campus Events
No plans lor Valentine's day? You
can WIN a Dinner Date with Videobank's 2 HOT DJ's Nick and Abibo'
Tape an interview with Videobank
.' from 11am-1pm Jan. 29 and Feb. 5
on the Ed Steps Jan. 31 and Feb.
., 7 in front of the Union Most interesting plea wins-no profanity.
For more info e-mail.
Videobank©wfalstaff.org
"Scissors. Paper, Rock!" A Modern
Dance Concert. University Perform, ing Dancers. Jan. 31st, Feb. 1st &
I 2nd at 8 p.m. Also Feb 2nd at 2
* p.m. Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall. Tickets available at door
* one hour before showtime. $10 genii
eral/S7 students 372-6905

Lost/Found
LOST: Radio controlled airplane
near Mercer Rd. homes and apts.
For reward call Roger 352-8347.

Confidential Eating Disorder Support
Group. Women & men at all stages
of recovery. Confidential, interactive
discussions. Every Wednesday from
4:30-6:30 pm, Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall. Call Judy Miller at
372-7426 for more information.
Did you hear about the great
speaker coming to BGSU?
She is the daughter of the creator
of Candid Camera!
While growing up, she battled
with many eating disorders.
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs " Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit.
www.vampusfurmraiger.com,
Internships
Need an Internship
next semester

Writers
Photographers

Designers

•<

—ACT FASTI SAVFSSS
GET A COUPON.GO TO
J. SPRINGBREAKDISCOUNTS.COM
9
OR CALL 800-584-7502

SPRING BREAK 2002
, Panama City Beach or Daytona.
'SPECIAL OFFER-From $99. Quali* ty Hotels. Lowest Price Guaranteed!!!! Book 9 Friends.
GO FREE!!
»
SPRING BREAK HOTLINE
1-800-962-8262

Woodland Mall Website
www.bgwoodlandmall.com
Check us out! Sales, special events,
movie times, store information, etc.
B.G. Woodland Mall
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ACROSS
1 Rechewed food
4 Brown tint
9 Received
12 Mimic
13 Startle
14 Direction (abbr.)
15 Illusion
17 Cereal grass seed
19 Sculptured likeness
21 Butterfly catcher
22 Bee's home
24 At this time
26 Smack
29 Regarding (Scot., archaic)
31 Insect egg
33 7th Greek letter
34 Rhenium symbol
35 Water barrier
37 Roman household god
39 Transitive (abbr)
40 Mistake
42 Tic _ Toe
44 2nd Greek letter (pi)

46 Ado
48 Knight
50 Tedious
51
Deluise
53 Race again
55 Painful experience
58 Instructional period
61 Presidential nickname
62 Used for sliding friction

ANSWERS

64 Anger

H4|~

65 Family
66 Lighthorse Harry
67

H

I

■

1

■ 1

1

-

O

liana

Management Inc.

AXfl AXG AXQ AXQ-AXQ AXQ AXQ AXfl

Open Recruitment
Tonight
8^:30-10:00pm

1

1

THE
TANNING
CENTER

•

1

1045 N. Main
or call

353-5800

Senior: Memorizes
the professor's habits
to get a good grade.

Freshman: Memorizes the course
material to get a good grade.

UIMIA CHI OMEGA

11
1 M

Stop by our
office at

Coming For August 16th
MOVE IN
BRAND NEW HILLSDALE
1082 Fairview Ave

FteshmaN vs. Seniors

Female roommate wanted for summer. Call Kim at 353-2854

■

i

Wanted
2 subleasers needed May 13
2 bedroom apt $225 month
Call 353-3998

«

■

Monthly Bed Package
$30

3 LOCATIONS

Win $100 for Spring Break!
Enter with a package purchase

THE WASH

HocsE

248N.MATNST.

AXQAXGAXGAXQAXQAXQAXQAXQ

354-1559
10 Bus/ 2 Booms

SOIIHSIDK LATNDRUMAT

THEIIEAT

993 S MAIN
353-8826
5 BEDS'I BOOTH

904EWoostcr
352-3588
5 BEDS

Serving BG since 1980

Want a change of scenery?

To pick-up an application
stop by
Room 202 West Hall
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC WALLYBALL-FEB. 6.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL-JAN 30
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, 8 CO-REC
CURLING-FEB 5.
Lose 10. 20, 40 lbs
Dr. reemd. 100% guaranteed
1-800-375-5808

♦ Apartment Features ♦

♦ Community Features ♦

♦ Individual lease by the bedroom
♦Patios or balconies w/ french doors

Special
only

*
'SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
' S. Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels.
c FREE parties, LOWEST prices!
1
www.breakerstravel.com
(800| 985-6789

Woodland Banquet Center
Make reservations now!!
$50/hour or $200 for 5 hours.
B.G. Woodland Mall

1

1 Wheel on rotating shaft
2 News service (abbr)
3 Deduce
4 Story
5 Mournful poem
6 Mid-Atlantic state (abbr
7 Irritate
20 Evening (poetic)
8 Prayer ending
22 Rabbits
9 Calm
23 Unable to move
10 Unit
25 Sesame plant
11 Fir (comb lorm)
27 Flowers fragrant perfume
16 Change
28 Break down
18 Thing (Latin)
30 Make tatting
32 Flap
36 Angry
38 Puzzle
41 Has taken a bus
43 Dog
45 Lymphoid tissue
47_vs Wade
49 Slander (archaic)
52 Red planet
54 Lease
55 Tree
56 Baseball stat
57 Under
59 Mined mineral
60 Born
63 Direction (abbr)

The Gavel Is now accepting
applications tor

^

SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun.Jamaica. Barbados, Bahamas, Acapulco.Padre and Florida. FREE
MEALS for limited time!! FREE par■ lies.dnnks and exclusive events!
| Organize group. Travel FREEMVisit
wwwSUNSPLASHTOURS.com
Call 1-800-426-7710

SUMMER LEADERSHIP
TRAINING & OFFICER
OPPORTUNITIESI

Spring Tanning Special Unlimited
until Spring Break $40. Semester
unlimited $60. One month unlimited
$30. Campus Tanning 352-7889

brought to you by

372-8879

[ «1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida.
Best Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

^Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Caniun, Bahamas, Acapulcoand Florida. Join Student Travel Services,
Americas "1 Student Tour Operator.
\Pp to $100 off certain hotels. Group
•organizers can travel free. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
]or www.ststravel.com

Personals

Apply now for the Army ROTC
Leader's Training Course.
Develop your team-building and
decision-making skills while
locking in future Army officer
job opportunities. Earn pay plus
possible BGSU credits.
Call Captain Calvin Fish for details

Travel

:*

Personals

The Daily Crossword Fix

$2.50
(

Worn 6:30»n) - Tiro)

v\\
2 eggs,
\ I I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
*2 pancakes or toast, and
homefrles or
coffee

♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available

o

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court
♦ State of -the-art 24 hour
computer center

ALMOST

♦ Game room with pool table
^3 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

♦ Microwaves included

♦ We're like nothing you've seen before!♦

Mm** St

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

353-5100
www.suhenclave.com
Open 7 Days a Week

STERLING;uNi
UNIVERSITY

BGSU

I

1,

22

0 Sterling
1 University
^Enclave
TMNwoMonlUM

An SUH* Community SUH* is a trademark of SUH, Inc.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Recreational Sports
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
t

Men's. Women's & Co-Rec
Doubles Racquetball entries
.accepted Jan. 22-30 „■

Men s. Women's & Co-Rec
Curling entries accepted
Jan. 29-Feb. 5

NOW OPEN - CHECK IT OUT!

Co-Rec Wallyball entries
accepted Jan. H9-Feb. 6

Cross-Country Skiing
Saturday, February 9
7:30am-5:00pm

By the last dag entile* are accepted, all
hand-d« live red entries arc due by 3:OOpm
In Room BO of the Parry Raid House If
sant electronically, entries are due by noon
that day.

Cost: $15-$30
Registration Deadline:
Wednesday, February 6 at Noon
Participant Limit: 10

EMPLOYEE HIRING

Sign up in the Perry Field House

Student Employment

Call 2-2790 for information

Wm& bJ JULO 12002-2003

tm. Hdty Ski 7tip

Positions Available:

HoUii.na

• SRC/PFH Customer Service
Representative
• Equipment Room Supervisor
• SRC/PFH Floor Supervisor

Jcimay 16 fwm 6:30am-1:00pm

Cost.
S*0-S60
(depends on
Airtntal)

Information
Sessions/Applications
Available:

Participant"
Jttmit.
18

Bovven—Thompson Student
Union - Room 207
Monday, February 4, 2002
7:30-8:30pm.

Registration deadline:
Wednesday. Jebuary 13
aHleon

Sign up in the Verru Jietd House
Bt nvcn-Tht>mpson Student
Union - Room 201
Tuesday, February 5, 2002

FITWELL CENTER

9:00-10:00pm
For more information, call the
Student Recreation Center Main
Office at 372-2711

$20 (*t«JU*^i»/'♦»^*»H&^^/»/,

$35 (WvK-fH^H&^wj

«M«M«M«M«M4M«M4iM
Come <joln the sLsters of (phi <^y. Jor a
^PACR?N& Qood time?

i)ulie 555.0291

• •.
,

'

',-.-"

S"1-" 214.1274

«M«M«M«M«M«M«M9M4iM«M

/CJE&CA
Management Inc.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW!
Management Inc.
IliUsdalt Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1 & 2 Bdrms./ Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garhage Disposal
Washer/Dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Slaris al $390 + Utilities

For Rent

Seeking Roommate. Avail, now.
$250/mo. plus utils Own bedroom.
Sarah 353-0620

$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.

2 Bdrm Apt. Sm. pets OK. No deposit. Avail now or May 02 through
May 03 419-352-2618, leave msg.

MANAGEMENT
130 B Washington Street Howling Green

Help Wanted
Horizon Camps
Are you dynamic, compassionate.
motivated and looking lor the
EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME? It
so. Horizon Camps is the place for
you! We are live OUTSTANDING
co-ed summer camps, seeking
AMAZING staff to work with INCREDIBLE kids, ages 7-15. Locations NY, PA, ME, WV. All types ol
positions available! Salary, room,
board, laundry, travel.
www.horizoncamps.com.
800-544-5448.
Marketing and Development Specialist. Do you want experience
working lor a non-prolit agency? David's House Compassion is seeking
2-4 dynamic people to serve as Marketing and Developmental Specialists. Are you a good writer? Are you
interested in researching and writing
grants? Do you have interest in coordinating lund raisers and special
events? The Marketing and Development Specialist will assist the Executive Director in lund development
lor this not-lor-protit agency The
qualified candidate will have a minimum ol a high school diploma and
excellent writing skills. Experience
working with diverse populations
preferred. This is a part-time position with a competitive hourly wage
range. Send cover letter, resume,
and the names, addresses, and
phone numbers of three professional references to Human Resources, David's House Compassion.
Inc., P.O. Box 391, Toledo, Ohio
43697-0391. David's House Compassion, Inc. is an equal opportunity
employer/provider who encourages
diversity within its work force.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports, tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at
MMMj

SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT-Metroparks of the Toledo Area are looking
lor qualified individuals to fill a variety of seasonal positions throughout
the Metroparks. Length ol season
will vary with the position.
Positions are as follows:
SEASONAL PARK SERVICEall parks-$7 55hr.
SEASONAL PARK SERVICE/CONCESSION-Pearson Par*-$7.55 hr.
DECKHAND INTERPRETER-Providence Park-$8.85hr.
SEASONAL HISTORICAL MILL INTERPRETER-Providence
Park$8.85 hr.
TICKET BOOTH-Providence Park$7 80hr
Applications will be accepted until all
positions are lilted. Apply at Administrative Office. Wildwood Metropark. 5100 WCentral Ave , Monday
through Friday. 9:00am to noon and
2pm to 4:30pm.
Resume required EOE

www.wcnal.org/-r-ghland

7

/V! the ipfti <J*v house
behind* the 'Cbiion

HIGHLAND
419-354-6036

<Werfs&.cJfiurs

9-10pm

Help Wanted

INTRAMURALS

JUWll

l\

Wanted

srcmrs

The Department of

Management Inc.

OPEN
NOW

SPECIALIZING IN
GRAD STUDENTS!

500 Summer Camp Positions
Northeast, www. summercampemployment.com; 1-800-443-6428.

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrrn/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S410/Mo +Utilities

Management Inc.
Blue House (The Jungle)
120 N. Prospect
2Bdrm (downstairs #2) 12 mo lease
Close lo Downtown & College
Starts al $675/Mo + Utilities

Management Inc.

Wood Co Prosecutor's Youth Violence Prevention Program is accepting applications lor Asst. Coor. of
the 4S student mediation program
Part-time 25 hrsAvk «&-10. HS diploma and own transportation a
must Additional education and experience beneficial. Deadline 2-502 Application/more information call
419-354-9250.

3 bedroom mobile home close to
BG. Quiet area, available, now.

For Sale
1986 Chevy Celebrity. 92K mi.
Great shape, grandparent's car.
S700 OBO. 352-9657
1989 Chevrolet Baretta GT
V6, 2.8 liter, new tires, automatic
Runs good!!! $900. 353-7642.
1993 Mercury Cougar XLR. 5.0 Itr.
engine, CD player, good condition.
141,000 mi., $2,200. 419-353--3518
2000 Jeep Wrangler Sport. 6cl. Silver. Automatic. Lots of extras. Take
over lease at $308/mo. 352-8946
'93 Chevy Corsica-Red, w/auto, AC,
CD. pwr locks, tilt, cruise, 3 1L V6
-28MPG Clean, runs well, w/good
tires 120K. $2950. Call 419-8850376.
94 Ford Taurus hunter green. Power
everything, AC, CD, must sell
$2,700 Call 354-8408
'97 Dodge Neon, red 4-dr., Auto, air,
77K highway miles. Non-smoker, female driver $3500 OBO 354-3029
Engagement ring with wedding band
Never Worn. $600 OBO
419-353-1268
Vision Snowboard, bindings and
size 11 boots for $250 OBO. Call
Tim a 419-806-0726

For Rent
" Apartments & Rooms Available
1, 2 & 3 bedrooms
Individual school yr lease available
All within 2 blocks of campus
Also, room available immediately
Call 419-353-0325 9am - 7pm

Heinzsite Apt.
413 E. Merry
1 & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
Brand New
Starts at
$410/Mo.+utilities

2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. Free heat, water, . sewer.
1 S3 bdrm at 616 2nd St.
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.
3 Bedroom apartment for rent MayAugust 2002. 216 1/2 Manville.
Tower Fest" 353-1996

686-8252
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25 $825/mo.
534 B 8. Collego-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2,
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo.
201 Georgia-2 BR House, basement, washer/dryer. Avail. August
21 S625/mo.
128 Manville-4 BR House, 2 Baths.
Avail. August21. $l.i00/mo
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex
Avail. May 30. $700/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail.
May 17 $375/mo
217 S. College-3 BR House Avail
May21.$675/mo.
233 W. Merry-Large 4 BR House
Avail. Now! $825/mo
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal lo one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
882-1453 between 2:00-4:00, M-F
only.
Apt. 3 bdrms.
Available now through May 15.
352-5822
Available August 15. 2002. 1-bedroom apartment close to University,
$350.00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651.
Available August 15, 2002. 2-bedroom apartment close to University,
$450 00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required Call 419-686-4651.
House lor Rent
424 E. Wooster, 3 bdrm. house
avail Spring, $825 mo Ulil's includ
Ref req. 353-7547.
House lor rent. 437 N Enterprise. 2
BDRM Avail Fall 2002, 12mo's.
$600/mo 353-7547
Houses ft Apts for 200203 school
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting
May 18.2002.
424 S. College-3 Br -$795*util
905 Mourning Dove-3 Br.-$1050+util
415 E. Court «C-2 Br -$520tutil
605 Fifth »C 2 Br.-$400»util
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.-$365*util
424 1/2 S. Summit-Eftic.-$265+utH
Steve Smith419-352-8917or
419-308-2710
Only a few very nice 2, 3. 4 or 5
bdrm houses left for May or Aug
2002. All appliances; gas, air, washer/dryer 353-2382.

1 lower duplex.
Vacant now
352-5822

Subleaser needed ASAP lor 1 bedroom apartment. $475/mo. Contact
Kim 419-354-8130.

Room available in historic house.
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo.

352-9925
Roommate needed immediately for
3 bdrm condo w/laundry and
garage 372-0463

Subleaser(s) needed.
2 bed, 1 bath.
Anne 352-6322.

mm MM

$425/monm

The Homestead
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic tile.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $510/month -12 month lease

Call 419-354-6036
From 10:00-4:00

2 efficiencies.
Vacant now.
352-5822

"2 bdrm, furnished apts. available
for rent starting May or August 704
Fifth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apis
available August. 710 Seventh St
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, furnished, grad students. 601 Third. St.
352-3445
"Now house listing - largo 3.4 & 6
bdrm. houses, all next to campus.
Call 419-353-0325 9am to 7pm.

me Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry facilities
in bldg., a/c, quiet.

Let us help you moke a tough
decision easy, can or slop by the
oMce TODAY'

353-5074
2 BR $ 2 sm. rooms: Nr. Wal-Mart10 mins. to campus. $450 includes
all 419-354-2827.

Best Airlines
flMiiiiVwiMN """;"""
Best Prices & Best Parties

Cancun Acapufco Mazatlan
i Jamaica Baliamas {
' Florida. South Padre Island'

11AH

Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA

2 bedroom lumished apt
Includes utilities. Close lo campus

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT - assist
persons with MR/DO with daily living
skills in a Residential setting No experience necessary, part-time and
sub positions available in Bowling
Green, Portage and Walbndge
areas ranging from 24.5 to 79 hours
biweekly. S9.00-S12 25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required. Application
packet may be obtained horn Wood
County Board ol MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. EOE.

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8m St.
2 bedroom-$550/mo.-12 mo lease
Laundry facilities on-site
+Ajr/heat

Additional Sites to Choose from:
liberty Street ft Summit Hill

-

STEOK HOUSE

163 SOUTH

MAIN ST-BOWLING GREFN

1800SURFSUP
wwwstudentexpresscw

AIEECA
Management Inc.

716 E. Wooster St.
I bdrm/12 month leases
Across from Campus
Starts at $360/Mo + Electric

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800
Stop by our office at

1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800
www.wcnct.arg/-ntccca/

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt.
215 E. Poe
Efficiencies (two left)
Laundry on site,.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800
Stop by the office at
1045 N. Main St.
foi complete listing oi
Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnM.org/--macca/

Check out all the
• credit courses
• special workshops
• education abroad
opportunities

Pick up your copy today!
You'll find catalogs at many
convenient campus locations.
Class schedulesatconted.bgsu.edu
Summer HELP-UM-419.372.9141

BGSU SUMMER 2002
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